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What is MLA style? 
 

MLA citation style is the official citation style used in Hickey College classes. 

 MLA is an acronym for Modern Language Association, an association that publishes writing 
style guides.  

 Hickey College has chosen one citation style guide for its classes so that students will be able to 
avoid the confusion caused by learning different citation styles for different classes. 

 

 

Why should I follow MLA style? 
 

Following MLA citation style helps you avoid plagiarism (by taking accurate notes to give credit to 
your sources for their ideas) and helps your readers locate your information sources if they would 
like to find out more about the information presented in your paper. 
 

 

 How do I follow MLA style? 
 

1. Use the library's copy of the MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers.  
 

Gibaldi, Joseph. MLA Handbook for Writers of Research Papers. 7th ed. New York: MLA, 2009. 
Print. (Reference Shelf. LB2369 .G53 2009) 

 

2. Follow the library's handout, Quick Notes for MLA Citations (on the other side of this page). 
 

3. Go to Reputable Online Resources (There are links for the following at the library’s website.) 
 

In addition to the MLA Handbook, there are several online resources to help you follow MLA 
citation style. 
 

 The Hickey College Library website at http://hickeycollegelibrary.wordpress.com .  

o Hover your mouse over Research Guides and click on MLA Style. 

 The OWL at Purdue http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/ 

o A great site for MLA citation guidance, including a SAMPLE PAPER that shows 
you exactly how to format and use MLA style. 

 Try an Online Citation Builder (Remember that citation builders are only tools to help 
you format your citations. You must evaluate the citations they produce to determine 
accuracy.) 

 

o Citation Machine   http://citationmachine.net/    
An online citation building tool. Click on MLA, select the type of material that 
you would like to cite, fill in the form, and click submit. Citation Machine will 
show you an MLA style citation based on the information you put in the form. 

 
 

4. Find an article in the library’s EBSCO databases or in Gales’s Business Insight: Essentials?  

 Use the CITE link for any article in EBSCO or the Citation Tool link in Gale  to produce an 
MLA citation. 
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